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ONE-STOP SHOP 
For precision 
stainless steel 
components 

ISO Cer5fied

3DEO is a high-volume produc9on supplier 

of precision stainless steel components, 

made with our patented metal 3D prin9ng 

technology. With no molds, tooling, or 

lengthy setup 9mes, 3DEO delivers 

produc9on parts in weeks, not months. 

Based in Los Angeles, 3DEO supplies small, 

complex stainless steel components to 

customers in the medical, defense, 

aerospace, and industrial equipment 

markets. 3DEO is an employee-owned 

company. 

Parallel to its produc9on business, 3DEO 

also operates an R&D center which is 

con9nually striving to improve and advance 

its manufacturing technology. 

Reimagine Manufacturing® with the power 

of 3D prin9ng—design freedom, flexible 

produc9on, immediate turnaround, and no 

up-front costs.
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INTRODUCTION 

Metal 3D prin9ng is becoming a great complement to Metal Injec9on Molding (MIM) 

and the decision to use one or the other largely comes down to the volumes required. 

The added bonus with metal 3D prin9ng is that you can update a part without needing 

to invest in a brand new mold. 

Manufacturers today who are searching for a cost-effec9ve way to make small and 

complex metal parts for produc9on by and large only have two op9ons: metal injec9on 

molding (MIM) or investment cas9ng. Cas9ng has been around for thousands of years, 

and MIM was created ~40 years ago.  Metal 3D prin9ng is the new entrant to the 

scene, and for the first 9me in a long while adds another op9on to the engineer’s 

toolkit.  New low-cost, high volume metal 3D prin9ng technologies (like 3DEO) are 

beginning to change conven9onal manufacturing wisdom.
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Se#ng aside investment cas/ng, let’s explore how the economics 
play out between MIM and the new low-cost bind & sinter 
technologies such binder je#ng and Intelligent Layering®. 

THE LONG ROAD OF MIM 

Today MIM has matured into a core manufacturing technology and is widely used in the 

produc9on of small components for a variety of industries and a large number of 

material op9ons. This was not always the case — when MIM first came onto the 

manufacturing scene over 30 years ago, it suffered setbacks due to lack of process 

understanding and new entrants flooding onto the scene. Part repeatability, voids, and 

fa9gue issues plagued many MIM providers and the poor part performance soured the 

reputa9on for many manufacturing engineers. It was seen as a manufacturing 

technology of last resort, only to be considered when all other avenues of produc9on 

had been exhausted or when cu\ng costs was priori9zed over part performance. 

MIM has come a long way since the early days, and today’s best MIM opera9ons have 

proven that MIM is capable of reliable high-volume produc9on and strong material 

proper9es.  There are s9ll pros and cons associated with MIM, which this ar9cle will 

further explore.
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WHO USES MIM TODAY? 

MIM is used to create components in numerous markets including medical, firearms, 

general industrial, and many others. When a part design is not likely to change for the 

next 5 to 10 years because it is part of a long design-in cycle and the volumes will be in 

the hundreds of thousands to millions, then inves9ng in MIM tooling can make a lot of 

sense from an economic perspec9ve. One of the main headaches for manufacturing 

engineers when using MIM is having to write the check for the mold (which can cost as 

much as $50K – $100K). If you know the cost of the mold will be quickly amor9zed 

over millions of parts, then the investment could make a lot of sense. 

METAL INJECTION MOLDING POWDER MARKET 
Source: Metal Powder Industries Federa9on
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METAL 3D PRINTING: FREEDOM FROM THE MOLD 

While MIM has been the choice for very high volumes of small and complex 

components of late, many design and manufacturing engineers have been roo9ng for a 

metal 3D prin9ng technology to find a way to make prin9ng metal parts an economical 

alterna9ve to MIM. Most engineers’ frustra9on with MIM, aside from the high-cost 

tooling, is being limited to a single component per mold. If you want to make 10 

different parts, you need to invest in 10 different molds. You want to make a small 

feature change? Yes, that means modifying the exis9ng mold, fixing the parts in post 

processing, or ge\ng a completely new mold. 

Metal addi9ve manufacturing holds the promise of freedom from the mold. Changing 

the design of the part is as easy as upda9ng a computer file. 

What has held metal addi9ve manufacturing back from high-volume produc9on has 

been the VERY high cost per part. The machines for powder bed fusion technologies 

such as DMLS can cost well over a million dollars, and materials can cost as much as 

$150 per pound.  Those costs, in addi9on to other labor and infrastructure costs, 

translate directly into a prohibi9vely high part cost. 

METAL 3D PRINTING: UNLIMITED DESIGNS 

MIM has more constraints regarding the part geometry than metal 3D prin9ng. This is 

due to the need for a mold and forcing binder and powder under high pressures, and 

then opening the mold and extrac9ng the green parts.  The mold is great for a highly 

automated process, but also comes with drawbacks.  On the other hand, when crea9ng 

parts via 3D on a layer-by-layer basis, new design freedom is possible.  Unlike MIM, 

addi9onal complexity does not also result in addi9onal mold and produc9on costs.
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The demand for a low-cost metal addi9ve manufacturing technology is extremely high. 

Advances in bind & sinter technologies have given new hope for metal addi9ve 

manufacturing to compete on a cost-per-part basis. Bind & sinter is a category of metal 

3D prin9ng that uses a binder in a layer-by-layer process to create a “green part” that is 

then placed in a sintering furnace to reach full density. It’s expensive to reach over 

2,400 °F no maqer what process is used, and reaching it every layer is what drives up 

the cost of powder bed fusion. By prin9ng green parts in high volumes on lower cost 

machines and then bulk sintering all the parts at once, the cost is significantly reduced. 

What separates different bind & sinter technologies is how the green part is created. 

Binder je\ng uses an inkjet print head to place binder precisely on the powder bed, 

while 3DEO’s process Intelligent Layering® sprays binder over the powder bed and 

then machines each layer to create the green part with the precision of CNC. 

For the first 9me, the part cost of metal 3D prin9ng is so low that it can compete 

directly with MIM.

METAL ADDITIVE 
MANUFACTURING 
meets LOW COST
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WHEN TO USE METAL AM VS. MIM 

Bind & sinter technologies are drama9cally driving down the price-per-part for metal 

addi9ve manufacturing, but how do they compare to MIM? The best bind & sinter 

technologies today are a great op9on when volumes are well above prototyping but 

below the break-even cost of inves9ng in the MIM tool. This decision par9ally depends 

on the cost of the mold and is usually when produc9on volumes head north of 20,000 

to 30,000 pieces per year. At volumes just below that, it is osen more cost effec9ve to 

have your parts manufactured with a low-cost bind & sinter technology. 

It’s important to remember the freedom offered by metal addi9ve manufacturing with 

regard to design flexibility. In addi9on to being able to create geometries not possible 

with MIM, upda9ng a design is trivial with metal 3D prin9ng as compared to buying a 

new mold every 9me a change is needed. Molds also need maintenance aser high 

produc9on volumes and eventually will require repairs or replacement. 

Manufacturers working on their new products and researching the most cost-effec9ve 

way to manufacture small and complex parts need to be inves9ga9ng bind & sinter 

technologies. The cost analysis can be done quickly to determine whether MIM is the 

best op9on or whether metal addi9ve manufacturing is the most cost-effec9ve path 

forward.
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MIM is 40 years old Metal 3D prin9ng is 20 years old

Best for producCon of more than 
20,000-30,000 pieces per year

Best for producCon of less than 
20,000-30,000 pieces per year

MIM molds = $50,000-$100,000 No molds required

Single Component per mold 
*10 different parts = 10 different molds

New or updated parts without 
invesCng more money

Limited part geometry Design freedom & flexibility

Best if part design won’t 
change for the next 5-10 years

Best if part design is 
modified frequently

$
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MIM VS. METAL 3D PRINTING 

Both are best for high volume, small & complex metal parts
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3DEO’S INTELLIGENT LAYERING®: 
BREAKING THE MOLD OF PRICE PER PIECE 

Welcome to the brave new world of large-scale addi9ve manufacturing. 3DEO’s 

breakthrough Intelligent Layering® technology unlocks the poten9al of metal 3D 

prin9ng in serial produc9on by being directly compe99ve with tradi9onal 

manufacturing in terms of part pricing, material proper9es, and quan99es. 3DEO’s part 

proper9es exceed the high industry benchmark MPIF Standard 35 while achieving 9ght 

tolerances and a superior surface finish. 3DEO’s revolu9onary Intelligent Layering® can 

reduce the price per part by as much as 80 percent compared to other produc9on 

op9ons  –  and reducing costs is something everyone can agree on. 

Work with us to realize the benefits of Moldless Manufacturing™.

METAL ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING WITH 3DEO 

True Design Freedom 

With 3D prin9ng, you have unprecedented design freedom to update and change your 

design nearly as quickly as you can redesign it in CAD. 

Short Lead Times 

Respond to market demand quickly, allow your designers to iterate swisly, and 

manufacture on demand, only as necessary. 

Flexible Manufacturing 

Scale quan99es up or down to match demand; avoid setup and minimum quan9ty costs 

with tradi9onal manufacturing.
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https://3deo.co/metal-3d-printing-technology/


3DEO, Inc. 
24225 Garnier St. 
Torrance, CA 90505


